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Abstract
Land surface heterogeneity in conjunction with ambient winds influences
the convective atmospheric boundary layer by affecting the distribution of
incoming solar radiation and forming secondary circulations. This study per-
formed coupled large-eddy simulation (ICON-LEM) with a land surface model
(TERRA-ML) over a flat river corridor mimicked by soil moisture heterogeneity
to investigate the impact of ambient winds on secondary circulations. The cou-
pled model employed double-periodic boundary conditions with a spatial scale
of 4.8 km. All simulations used the same idealized initial atmospheric conditions
with constant incident radiation of 700 W⋅m−2 and various ambient winds with
different speeds (0 to 16 m⋅s−1) and directions (e.g., cross-river, parallel-river,
and mixed). The atmospheric states are decomposed into ensemble-averaged,
mesoscale, and turbulence. The results show that the secondary circulation
structure persists under the parallel-river wind conditions independently of the
wind speed but is destroyed when the cross-river wind is stronger than 2 m⋅s−1.
The soil moisture and wind speed determine the influence on the surface energy
distribution independent of the wind direction. However, secondary circula-
tions increase advection and dispersive heat flux while decreasing turbulent
energy flux. The vertical profiles of the wind variance reflect the secondary
circulation, and the maximum value of the mesoscale vertical wind variance
indicates the secondary circulation strength. The secondary circulation strength
positively scales with the Bowen ratio, stability parameter (−Zi/L), and thermal
heterogeneity parameter under cross-river wind and mixed wind conditions.
The proposed similarity analyses and scaling approach provide a new quanti-
tative perspective on the impact of the ambient wind under heteronomous soil
moisture conditions on secondary circulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Land surface heterogeneity influences the convective
atmospheric boundary layer (CBL) by inducing sec-
ondary circulations (SCs) and affects the convective
energy, mass, and momentum transfer (Pielke Sr, 2001;
Patton et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2007; Prabha et al., 2007;
Kang, 2009; Poll et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019; Stoll
et al., 2020). The eddy-covariance measurements from a
single flux tower underestimate the heat flux by about
10% to 30%, mainly due to dispersive fluxes and advection
caused by SCs, which are not captured in observations
(Mauder et al., 2020; Wanner et al., 2022). On the other
hand, SCs overestimate heat fluxes by up to 15%–25% if the
site is in constant roll circulation (Prabha et al., 2007). Cur-
rent large-scale models use subgrid-scale parameterization
for the unresolved part of the variances. A comprehensive
investigation of the land surface heterogeneity-induced
SCs under ambient winds improves the understand-
ing of the surface layer processes and the performance
of large-scale models, for example, numerical weather
prediction.

Many efforts in the community have gone into iden-
tifying the effects from the (sub-)meso-scale on the lower
atmosphere boundary layer through field measurements.
Several experimental studies have been carried out, such
as High Definition of Clouds and Precipitation for Advanc-
ing Climate Prediction (HD[CP]2) (Stamnas et al., 2016;
Macke et al., 2017), Lindenberg Inhomogeneous Terrain
Fluxes between Atmosphere and Surface (LITFASS-2003)
(Beyrich and Mengelkamp, 2006; Foken et al., 2010),
the International H2O project (IHOP_2002) (Weckwerth
et al., 2004), the Horizontal Array Turbulence Study exper-
iment (HATS) (Hatlee and Wyngaard, 2007), the Canopy
Horizontal Array Turbulence Study (CHATS) (Dupont
and Patton, 2012), the Idealized Planner-Array Study
for Quantifying Surface heterogeneity (IPAQS) (Morrison
et al., 2022), the CHEESHEAD19 (Butterworth et al., 2021;
Sedlar et al., 2022), the Land–Atmosphere Feedback
Experiment (LAFE) (Behrendt et al., 2018) and many
others. In recent field campaigns, more focus has been
placed on capturing spatial energy fluxes and attempt-
ing to close the surface energy balance (SEB) gap under
heterogeneous land cover and complex terrain. Based on
the high-frequency measurement, Gao et al. (2017) pro-
posed a phase lag between the vertical wind and water
vapour density associated with the SC, which lead to an
underestimation of latent heat flux.

Using model simulations to examine SCs has become
a powerful line of research, because the simulation
results provide spatially distributed information at a
high temporal resolution under a controlled environ-
ment (Wanner et al., 2022), which, currently, cannot be

obtained by measurements. The rapid development of
high-performance computing (HPC) systems enables
Large-eddy simulation (LES) to characterize and quantify
the energy-containing turbulence constituting a promis-
ing approach for studying the CBL turbulent processes.
Kanda et al. (2004) found a slow-moving turbulent orga-
nized structure over the homogeneous land surface.
For this reason, it has been proposed in the literature that
the fluxes averaged over longer periods or larger spatial
coverage could close the SEB (Oncley et al., 2007; Foken
et al., 2010). In addition, land surface heterogeneity can
also explain the surface energy balance issue, and more
work has revealed the effect of SC on heterogeneous
surfaces on the SEB problem (Eder et al., 2015).

A plethora of studies focused on the impact of het-
erogeneity scale (𝜆) and amplitude on the formation of
SC (Avissar and Schmidt, 1998; Raasch and Harbusch,
2001; Letzel and Raasch, 2003; Patton et al., 2005; Han
et al., 2019b). A significant effect of land surface het-
erogeneity on the atmosphere is only observed when 𝜆

approaches the CBL height (Zi) (Raasch and Harbusch,
2001). Researchers have reported various values for the
optimal heterogeneity scale, for example, four times Zi,
approximately 4–6 km (Schumann, 1991); 4–9 times Zi
(Patton et al., 2005); ∼20–40 km (Avissar and Schmidt,
1998) Han et al., (2019b) indicated that the strongest
horizontal and vertical transport occurs when 𝜆 is 19.2
and 2.4 km, respectively. The heterogeneity amplitude
also affects the SCs (Kang and Bryan, 2011; Prabha
et al., 2007; van Heerwaarden and de Arellano, 2008).
Prabha et al. (2007) studied the heterogeneity-induced SC
and found that a reduced heat flux leads to a shallower
circulation. van Heerwaarden and de Arellano (2008)
showed that the greater the heterogeneity amplitude, the
stronger the SC. Kang and Bryan (2011) also reported
an earlier commencement of convection with increased
heterogeneity amplitude.

In addition to the heterogeneity scale and amplitude,
the ambient wind (i.e., background wind) also influences
the formation of the SC (Lee et al., 2019). Previous stud-
ies showed that ambient wind speed affects SC’s strength,
location and structure (Prabha et al., 2007). Avissar and
Schmidt (1998) proposed that the impact of a weak ambi-
ent wind of 2.5 m⋅s−1 is not negligible on the SC and a
moderate ambient wind speed of 5 m⋅s−1 is strong enough
to eliminate the effect of the surface heterogeneity in their
simulations. The LES result from Eder et al. (2015) also
shows that with the ambient of 6 m⋅s−1, the vertical veloc-
ity field is no longer related to surface heterogeneity over
a desert–forest heterogeneity at a scale of 24 km. Kang
and Lenschow (2014) studied the impact of ambient wind
(5 m⋅s−1) at a large heterogeneity scale (𝜆 = 32 km) and
showed that the effect of surface heterogeneity reduced
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along the ambient wind direction. However, Raasch and
Harbusch, (2001) demonstrated that circulation structures
persist even at ambient winds of 7.5 m⋅s−1 in their simula-
tion. The orientation of the surface heterogeneity and wind
direction are different in those simulations. The ambient
wind in Raasch’s simulation is perpendicular to the direc-
tion of surface heterogeneity, while the ambient wind is
aligned diagonally with the surface pattern in Raasch and
Harbusch (2001) and Eder et al. (2015). Another reason
is that the three-dimensional structure of the SC is very
complex (Prabha et al., 2007). Lee et al. (2019) pointed out
that SC no longer exists when the ambient wind is stronger
than the mesoscale horizontal wind.

Dimensional and similarity analysis has been widely
used in the community to explore the self-similarity of
the CBL characteristics and simplify the complicated phys-
ical process through parameterization. As one example,
the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory (MOST) describes
the empirical relationship between the non-dimensional
scalars and fluxes of the surface layer (Holtslag and Nieuw-
stadt, 1986). MOST applies the logarithmic wind and
temperature profile as a function of the atmosphere’s
stability by assuming a homogeneous land surface. In
the last decades, numerous field and numerical exper-
iments showed the reliability of MOST (Foken, 2006;
Kang et al., 2007; Fortuniak et al., 2013; Ding and
Tong, 2021). Recently, Margairaz et al., 2020 proposed
the thermal heterogeneity parameter, which denotes the
ratio of buoyancy to inertial forces, to indicate whether
the land surface heterogeneity impacts the atmosphere.
However, questions regarding the self-similarity of the
impact of ambient winds on the SC have not been
addressed.

This study aims to provide a new quantitative per-
spective on the impact of ambient wind under heteroge-
neous soil moisture conditions on the formation of SC,
and vertical profiles, with an emphasis on the relation-
ship between the SC strength and appropriate scaling
parameters and its implication on the SEB. The paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the method-
ology, including a detailed description of the ICOsahe-
dral Non-hydrostatic (ICON) model, the simulation setup,
and the scaling parameters. Section 3 presents the results
and discussions, followed by the summary and conclusion
in Section 4.

2 METHODOLOGY

Section 2.1 introduces the LES model, including the cou-
pled land surface model and the essential equations for
calculating the exchange heat flux. Section 2.2 explains
the simulation and numerical experimental setup,

including the model domain, time step, duration,
atmospheric conditions, and ambient winds. Section 2.3
presents the scaling parameters and decomposition
strategy for further analysis.

2.1 Model description

The ICON model is a fully compressible atmospheric
model developed jointly by the German Weather Ser-
vice (DWD) and the Max Planck Institute of Meteorol-
ogy (MPI-M) (Cioni and Hohenegger, 2017; Dipankar
et al., 2015; Heinze et al., 2017; Wan et al., 2013; Zängl
et al., 2015). ICON uses geodesic Delaunay grids with
C-type staggering and consists of three modes: numeri-
cal weather and climate prediction, and LES, constitut-
ing the next-generation unified modelling system. The
ICON large-eddy model (ICON-LEM) applied in this study
implements the modified Smagorinsky turbulence scheme
to account for thermal stratification (Lilly, 1962). For more
details on ICON-LEM, the interested reader is referred
to Dipankar et al., 2015, Heinze et al., 2017 and Zängl
et al., 2015.

To account for the feedback with the land surface, we
apply the TERRA-Multi Layer (TERRA-ML) model (Gras-
selt et al., 2008; Schrodin and Heise, 2001; Schulz and
Vogel, 2020) coupled with ICON-LEM to provide mois-
ture, heat and momentum fluxes as the lower boundary
conditions of the atmosphere. In the following, we pro-
vide the equations of the essential energy-moisture fluxes
at the land surface. The bulk aerodynamic method is used
to calculate the sensible heat flux (SH):

SH = 𝜌CpCh|U| (𝜃𝜋sfc − Tsfc) , (1)

where 𝜌 is the air density (kg⋅m−3), Cp is the heat capacity
(J⋅K−1⋅kg−1), Ch is the bulk transfer coefficient for sensi-
ble heat at the surface, |U| is the absolute horizontal wind
speed (m⋅s−1), 𝜃 is air potential temperature (K) at the low-
est level of the atmospheric model, 𝜋sfc is scaled pressure
at the surface, and Tsfc is the ground surface tempera-
ture (K). We only simulate the bare soil without vegeta-
tion cover. TERRA-ML applies the resistance formulation
(Schulz and Vogel, 2020) to calculate the latent heat flux
(LH) of soil evaporation, which improved the model per-
formance more than the original Biosphere-Atmosphere
Transfer Scheme (BATS) (Dickinson, 1984).

LH = 𝜌 1
ra + rs

(qυ − qsat)Lυ, (2)

where ra is aerodynamic resistance (s⋅m−1), rs is the soil
resistance (s⋅m−1), qυ is the specific humidity (kg⋅kg−1) at
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F I G U R E 1 (a). Initial surface soil moisture. Continuous gradient soil moisture distribution crosses the river with wet soil in the
middle and dry soil at the edge, mimicking a river corridor. (b). Parallel-river (PR) wind in the x-direction; cross-river (CR) wind in the
y-direction. (c) Initial potential temperature profile. (d) Initial specific humidity profile. (e) Initial soil temperature profile [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the lowest atmospheric layer, and qsat is the saturated spe-
cific humidity (kg⋅kg−1) at the surface, Lυ is the latent heat
of vapourization (J⋅kg−1). Interested readers are referred
to Schulz et al., 1998 and Schulz and Vogel, 2020 for more
details.

The ground heat flux (G) governs the soil tempera-
ture at the top surface layer based on the heat conduction
equation (Grasselt et al., 2008). TERRA-ML has eight soil
layers, with the depth of the lower boundary varying from
0.01 to 15 m (Davin et al., 2011; Han et al., 2019b). We turn
off the soil moisture dynamics in the simulations to limit
potential feedback mechanisms and keep the problem
tractable.

2.2 Simulation and numerical
experimental setup

A spatial soil moisture distribution is defined to mimic
a river corridor with wet soils in the centre and continu-
ously drying in the direction of the edge (see Figure 1a).
The detailed setup has already been described and used
by Han et al., (2019b). We set a uniform bare soil sur-
face with flat terrain to avoid additional uncertainties
caused by land use (Prabha et al., 2007; Poll et al., 2022)
or complex terrain (Rihani et al., 2015). In the numerical
experiments, we apply ambient winds to the domain with
wind speeds varying from 0 to 16 m⋅s−1 and wind direction

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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T A B L E 1 Ambient winds of different simulations

Simulations PR wind speed CR wind speed

Reference simulation PR = 0 m⋅s−1 CR = 0 m⋅s−1

PR wind simulation PR = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 m⋅s−1 CR = 0 m⋅s−1

CR wind simulation PR = 0 m⋅s−1 CR = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 m⋅s−1

Mixed wind simulation PR = CR = 0.35, 0.70, 1.41, 2.83, 5.66, 11.3 m⋅s−1

PR wind simulation with a
fixed minor CR wind

PR = 2, 4, 8, 16 m⋅s−1 CR = 0.75 m⋅s−1

between cross-river (CR) and parallel-river (PR), or mixed
(CR+PR) (see Figure 1b).

The atmospheric domain size is 4.8 × 4.8 × 4.2 km with
96× 96× 84 grid cells in the x, y, and z directions, respec-
tively. The horizontal and vertical pixel sizes are 50 m
(Δx = Δy = Δz = 50 m), and the model time step is 0.5 s.
The land surface model is set to match the size of the atmo-
spheric domain with a coverage of 4.8 × 4.8 km in each
horizontal soil layer. The horizontal domain is closed by
double-periodic boundary conditions. All simulations uti-
lize the same atmospheric and land surface initial condi-
tions. The Initial potential temperature is constant (290 K)
below 525 m, increases at a rate of 3 K⋅km−1 between 525 m
and 1,525 m, and 6 K⋅km−1 above 1,525 m (Figure 1c). The
atmosphere is dry with zero specific humidity (Figure 1d),
and the incoming radiation at the top of the atmosphere is
constant at 700 W⋅m−2. Table 1 lists the ambient winds for
different simulations. The ambient wind is kept constant
during the 12 h simulation. The Coriolis effect is not con-
sidered in this study. The output frequency is set to 900 s,
while in addition exporting atmospheric scalars for the
lowest atmosphere layer for calculating space mean advec-
tion, dispersive and turbulent energy fluxes at the model
time step.

The simulation with no ambient wind (PR=CR=
0 m⋅s−1) serves as a reference in the analyses. In addition
to the aforementioned CR, PR, and CR+PR simulations
varying from 0 to 16 m⋅s−1, we run several simulations
with various PR winds and a fixed minor CR wind (PR> 0,
CR = 0.75 m⋅s−1) to facilitate a more in-depth study of the
effect of the ambient wind direction on the CBL.

2.3 Scaling parameters
and decomposition

In boundary layer meteorology, the similarity theory
assumes that scaling parameters can universally charac-
terize the CBL based on several simplifying assumptions
(Franssen et al., 2010), such as the homogeneous land
surface and the zero-sum of vertical wind (Holtslag and
Nieuwstadt, 1986). This study utilizes the commonly used

scaling parameters, including convective velocity scale
(w ∗), friction velocity (u*), Obukhov length (L), and the
recently proposed thermal heterogeneity parameter, to
study the SC strength quantitatively.

The convective velocity scale (w ∗), also known as
the Deardorff velocity, is approximately the updraft speed
related to the buoyancy-controlled diffusion in the CBL
(Deardorff, 1970).

w ∗=
( g

T
⋅ w′𝜃′ ⋅ Zi

)1∕3
, (3)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (m⋅s−2), Zi is the
CBL height, T is the absolute temperature, w′ and 𝜃′ are
the fluctuation of vertical wind and potential temperature,
respectively. w′𝜃′

(
K ⋅m ⋅ s−1) is the turbulent energy flux,

and g
T
⋅ w′𝜃′ is denoted as the buoyancy flux leading to

the velocity scale, where the overline indicates the time
average.

The friction velocity is another commonly used scal-
ing parameter representing the shear stress velocity due to
mechanical turbulence (Weber, 1999).

u ∗=
(

u′w′2 + 𝜐′w′2
)1∕4

, (4)

The Obukhov length (L) is a parameter with a dimension
of length that links the friction velocity and buoyancy flux,
and k is the von-Karman constant with an approximate
value of 0.40.

L = u∗3

k g
T

w′𝜃′s
(5)

The thermal heterogeneity parameter proposed by Mar-
gairaz et al. (2020) is expressed as

Hpar =
glh

U2
ΔT
T
, (6)

where lh is the length scale of the surface thermal het-
erogeneities, which is lh = 𝜆 = 4.8 km in our simulation.
ΔT is the spatial mean value of the absolute difference
between the point to the spatial average air temperature,
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which can be expressed as ΔT =<∣ Ts− < Ts >∣>, where
the angled brackets indicate the spatial average. The
interested reader is referred to the work of Margairaz
et al. (2020).

This study utilizes the commonly used scale decompo-
sition scheme to separate the atmospheric variables (e.g.,
wind speed) into ensemble average (⟨f ⟩(z)), mesoscale
(fm(y, z)), and turbulence (f ′(x, y, z, t)), respectively
(Raasch and Harbusch, 2001; Patton et al., 2005; Shen
et al., 2016; Han et al., 2019b)

f (x, y, z, t) = ⟨f ⟩(z) + fm(y, z) + f ′(x, y, z, t), (7)

To investigate the impact of SC on the proportion of SEB,
the total heat flux is decomposed into a spatial mean,
the corresponding fluctuation and bulk advection using
Equation 8 (Morrison et al., 2022). We applied the decom-
position at the lowest atmosphere layer (i.e., 25 m above
ground level)

⟨w𝜃⟩ = ⟨w 𝜃⟩ +
⟨

w′′
𝜃
′′⟩
+
⟨

w′𝜃′
⟩

. (8)

Here, the terms on the right-hand side are advection,
dispersive and turbulent energy flux, respectively. The
advection must be considered, as the mean vertical wind
component of steady flow does not equal zero. The dis-
persive flux is the spatial mean of covariance between
the spatial fluctuation of vertical velocity and potential
temperature, where the double prime indicates the spatial
fluctuation from the spatial mean.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Section 3.1 compares the impact of different ambient
wind speeds and directions on the CBL structure
and the essential bulk properties of each simulation.
Section 3.2 focuses on the influence of ambient wind on

the distribution of surface heat fluxes and the temporal
evolution of advection, dispersive and turbulent energy
flux. Section 3.3 explores CBL characteristics by inspecting
the vertical profile variance of vertical wind, hori-
zontal wind, and potential temperature. Section 3.4
investigates the relationship of SC strength with the
Bowen ratio (SH and LH ratio), −Zi∕L (CBL height and
Obukhov length ratio), and the thermal heterogeneity
parameter.

3.1 SC structure

A well-organized SC structure is observed in the CBL for
the reference simulation, which was repeated in this study
following Han et al., (2019b) and is shown in Figure 2
for completeness. Similar to the previous research (Avis-
sar and Schmidt, 1998; Patton et al., 2005; Poll et al., 2022;
Raasch and Harbusch, 2001), the narrow and strong
updraft appears over the dry soil at the edge, and a broader
but weaker downdraft appears over the wet soil in the cen-
tre. Here, we focus on the impact of the ambient wind on
the SC formation (Figures 3, 4) and the essential statistics
(Figure 5).

The first column in Figure 3 shows the mesoscale verti-
cal wind under PR wind conditions (PR> 0, CR= 0 m⋅s−1)
with a narrow updraft at the edge and a downdraft in the
centre. The structure of the SC is not destroyed by the
PR wind, even for high wind speeds (e.g., 16 m⋅s−1). In
contrast, the second column of Figure 3 shows that CR
wind strongly impacts SC formation. For low wind veloc-
ities (e.g., CR = 0.5, 1 m⋅s−1), a weaker SC structure is
shifted along the wind direction due to the periodic bound-
ary condition. The shifting distance increases with the
increase of CR wind speed. SC strength decreases with
increased CR wind, and SC vanishes when CR>2 m⋅s−1.
The third column of Figure 3 also shows the result of mixed

F I G U R E 2 Vertical cross-section
(y–z) of mesoscale vertical wind (a) and
mesoscale horizontal wind (b) over the
period of 1–12 h under simulation
without ambient wind [Colour figure
can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 3 Vertical cross-section
(y–z) of mesoscale vertical wind over
the period of 1–12 h under varying
ambient wind conditions. The first
column depicts the simulation results
under the parallel-river wind (PR> 0.0,
CR = 0.0 m⋅s−1), the second column is
the cross-river wind (PR = 0.0,
CR> 0.0 m⋅s−1), and the third column
is the mixed wind
(PR = CR> 0.0 m⋅s−1); λ is the soil
moisture heterogeneity scale of 4.8 km,
and z is the height [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

wind simulations (PR = CR). The CR wind component
dominates the impact on the SC structure. A weak and
shifted SC structure still exists at a wind speed of 2 m⋅s−1

in Figure 3i (PR = CR = 1.41 m⋅s−1), but the SC structure
vanishes in Figure 3l when PR = CR = 2.83 m⋅s−1.

Figure 4 shows the mesoscale horizontal wind aver-
aged over the period 1–12 h. PR wind does not significantly
impact the SC structure, even for large wind speeds. In
contrast, CR wind affects SC strongly. The strength of the
SC structure decreases with the increase of CR wind speed

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 4 Vertical cross-section
(y–z) of mesoscale horizontal wind (U)
over the period of 1–12 h under varying
ambient wind conditions. The first
column is the simulation result under
the parallel-river wind (PR> 0.0,
CR = 0.0 m⋅s−1), the second column is
the cross-river wind (PR = 0.0,
CR> 0.0 m⋅s−1), and the third column
is the mixed wind (PR> 0.0,
CR> 0.0 m⋅s−1); λ is the soil moisture
heterogeneity scale of 4.8 km, and z is
the height [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

until the structure vanishes when CR >2 m⋅s−1. The air
pressure decreases with the distance to the river due to air
expansion over the warm surface and vice versa (see sup-
plementary material, Figures S1–S3). The CR winds blend
the air and destroy the air pressure structure. Because of

the dry initial atmosphere setting, the specific humidity
value is minimal, only affecting the lower CBL within the
12 simulation hours.

In terms of the surface energy fluxes, Figure 5 shows
that SH and LH increase with increasing ambient wind

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 5
Domain-averaged bulk
properties for all simulations
over the period of 1–12 h. The
dot-dashed black line
represents the reference
simulation
(PR = CR = 0 m⋅s−1). SH,
sensible heat flux; LH, latent
heat flux; w∗, convective
velocity scale; Zi, CBL height;
u∗, friction velocity; L:
Obukhov length. The positive
value of the heat flux indicates
the direction from the ground
to the overlying atmosphere.
CR, cross-river wind speed; PR,
parallel-river wind speed
[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

speed independent of the wind direction in the wet region,
which is more pronounced for LH. This is because the
parameterizations of SH and LH are based on wind speed
(Equations 1, 2). In contrast, variables Zi, L, w∗, and u∗
show a dependence on wind speed and direction. The
impact of PR wind on Zi, L, w∗, and u∗ is nearly negligible
except for the simulation with PR = 16 m⋅s−1. The impact
of CR wind is evident in the intensity of u∗, which doubles
from 0.23 to 0.46 m⋅s−1 when the CR wind increases from
0 to 16 m⋅s−1; in addition, L decreases from −52 to −250 m
correspondingly.

The influence of CR wind speed on Zi is non-linear.
Zi decreases with the increase of CR wind when
CR≤ 2 m⋅s−1 and Zi increases again with increasing CR
wind (CR>2 m⋅s−1), Zi reaches the minimum when
CR = 2 m⋅s−1. Interestingly, the maximum value of w∗
is observed at CR = 8 m⋅s−1. The attenuation of SCs in
the simulation with CR wind imprints on the scaling
parameters, whereas in the simulation of PR wind with
persistent SCs, there is no relationship between the scaling
parameters and SC.

3.2 Land surface and atmospheric
surface layer variables

Soil moisture controls the partitioning of incident solar
radiation into SH and LH, and G, which results in spatial
variability characterized by the minimum (maximum) LH
on dry (wet) soils (Patton et al., 2005; Han et al., 2019b; Poll
et al., 2022). Here, we focus on the influence of ambient
wind speed and direction on the surface energy distribu-
tion, and the advection, dispersive and turbulent energy
fluxes at the lowest atmosphere layer (i.e., 25 m above
ground level).

Figure 6 shows that the soil moisture and wind speed
determine the cross section energy distribution at the sur-
face independent of the wind direction. The impact of
ambient wind on the heat flux amplitude is more evident
in the wet centre than along the dry edges of the domain.
With the increase of wind speed, SH increases slightly at
the dry edge but decreases strongly in the centre, even
to a negative value. Correspondingly, the increased wind
speed increases the LH in the centre. However, LH remains

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E 6 Cross-river surface energy flux. First row: SH over the period 1–12 h; second row: LH; third row: ground heat flux; fourth
row: net radiation. The first column are for the simulation result with parallel-river (PR) wind, second column for the cross-river (CR) wind,
third column for the mixed wind, and the black symbol represents the reference simulation with PR = CR = 0 m⋅s−1 [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

constant at the dry edge as the low availability of soil
moisture limits evaporation.

The increasing wind speed increases the
domain-averaged Rnet for all wind directions. The Rnet
difference between wet and dry soils becomes more signif-
icant at higher wind speeds. For example, the increment
in Rnet over wet soils is around 20 W⋅m−2 when the ambi-
ent wind increases from 0 to 16 m⋅s−1, while it is only
about 10 W⋅m−2 for the dry soils.

Wind direction has a negligible effect on surface
energy distribution but impacts the heat flux at the low-
est atmosphere level. Figure 7a–c indicates the spatially
averaged advection under PR winds ranges from 0.025
to 0.04 K⋅m⋅s−1. The increased CR winds destroy the
SC and reduce the advection to about 0.015 K⋅m⋅s−1.
The advection effect is one of the main reasons for
underestimation of the energy, resulting in a phase lag

between the vertical wind direction and the atmospheric
scalar (Gao et al., 2017). Meanwhile, Figure 7 shows that
the dispersive flux ranges from 0.01 to 0.025 K⋅m⋅s−1 under
PR winds, and is reduced to near zero when CR winds are
stronger than 2 m⋅s−1, which is consistent with the results
of Margairaz et al. (2020) that the dispersive heat flux
becomes negligible at large wind speed where shear domi-
nates the flow dynamics. On the contrary, SC decreases the
turbulent energy flux as shown in Figure 7g–i.

The correlation between the SC and the dispersive
and turbulent part of the energy fluxes demonstrates
the impact of the ambient wind on the SEB. How-
ever, the CBL properties differ under various wind
directions, which increases the difficulty of parame-
terizing this small-scale process at the coarse scale on
the order of kilometres used in weather and climate
models.
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F I G U R E 7 Domain-averaged temporal evolution of advection, dispersive and turbulent energy flux at the lowest atmosphere layer.
Advection flux is in the top row, the grey shadow is the range for the simulation with only parallel-river (PR) wind. The middle and bottom
rows are dispersive heat flux and resolved turbulent energy flux, respectively. The first column shows simulations under PR winds, the
second column simulations under cross-river (CR) winds and the third column simulations under mixed winds [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3.3 Vertical structure of the CBL

Studies have shown that surface heterogeneities influence
the vertical profile of atmospheric states, which is more
pronounced under a well-formed SC condition. (Hadfield
et al., 1992; Patton et al., 2005; Huang and Margulis, 2009;
Han et al., 2019a). We decompose the wind into three
parts based on Equation 7 to study the impact of ambient
winds in conjunction with surface heterogeneity on the
CBL.

Much of the early work uses either the
root-mean-square (Bever and MacWilliams, 2016) or the
variance of the mesoscale wind (𝜎2

w-phase) (Han et al.,
2019b; Patton et al., 2005) to determine the SC strength.
We use the maximum value of the mesoscale verti-
cal wind variance Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

to represent the SC
strength in the present work. In Figure 8, the ambient
winds affect vertical and horizontal wind variance, while
Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

decreases from 0.58 to 0.25 m2s−2 with
increasing PR wind from 0 to 16 m⋅s−1. On the other hand,
Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

decreases to near zero when CR wind is
larger than 2 m⋅s−1; this relates to the SC strength in
Figures 3, 4, the larger the Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

, the stronger
the SC. Ambient winds have a similar impact on the

mesoscale horizontal wind variance, which decreases
the two peaks at the near-surface layer and the inversion
layer at the top of the CBL. However, there is no obvious
relationship between 𝜎

2
υ-phase and SC strength. A typical

peak value of 𝜎2
w′ usually appears at the height of Z∕Zi

= 0.3 under free-cloud daytime conditions (Stull, 1988);
in our simulations, the peak value of 𝜎

2
w′ appears

between Z∕Zi = 0.25 to 1.0 under different ambient
winds.

The spatial mean potential temperature profile does
not reflect the impact of the ambient wind, which is consis-
tent with the findings by (Kim et al., 2004). There are minor
differences in the spatial pattern of potential temperature
under different wind conditions (in supplementary mate-
rial, Figure S4). The CR wind transports warm-dry air
over the wet-cold region with strong blending effects com-
pared to the simulation under the PR wind condition. With
the increased wind speed, the potential temperature pat-
tern transition from the cellular structure to the roll-like
pattern (Poll et al., 2017; Salesky et al., 2017).

The mesoscale vertical wind variance profile describes
the structure of the SC, which can be used as an indi-
cator of the strength of the SC. It provides a potential
quantitative perspective to study SC strength with scaling
parameters in the next section.
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F I G U R E 8 Vertical profile of variance over the period 1–12 h for vertical wind (first column), horizontal wind (second column), and
virtual potential temperature (third column). The total variance (first row) is decomposed into mesoscale variance (second row) and
turbulence variance (third row). The black symbol represents the reference simulation. CR, cross-river wind speed; PR, parallel-river wind
speed [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3.4 Similarity analysis

Since Max
(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

provides a measure of SC strength,
this section examines the quantitative relationship
between the normalized Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

, and the Bowen
ratio, the stability parameter (−Zi∕L), and the thermal
heterogeneity parameter via dimensional analysis.

Figure 9a does not show a clear relationship between
the domain-averaged Bowen ratio and the PR winds; any
dependence comes from the CR winds only. The refer-
ence simulation has the largest Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗. When

CR = 0 m⋅s−1, Max
(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗ ranges between 0.20

and 0.51, and when CR = 0.75 m⋅s−1, Max
(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗

ranges between 0.15 and 0.21. In Figure 9b, it is evident
that increasing CR wind decreases the domain-averaged
Bowen ratio and Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗, accompanied by

a positive correlation between the Bowen ratio and
Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗.

Performing the same analyses of Max
(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗

with −Zi∕L, the result shows that −Zi∕L is dominated by
the CR wind only. In Figure 9c, −Zi∕L increases with the
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F I G U R E 9 Relationship between the domain-averaged scaling parameter (Bowen ratio, −Zi/L, heterogeneity parameter) and
Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗ over the period of 1–12 h. [Left column: varying parallel-river (PR) wind and fixed cross-river (CR) wind (PR> 0, CR = 0,

0.75 m⋅s−1); right column: varying CR wind (PR = 0, CR> 0 m⋅s−1) and mixed wind (PR = CR>0 m⋅s−1)]. The black symbol represents the
reference simulation [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

increase of PR wind and decreases when PR>4 m⋅s−1. This
non-linear relationship applies to simulations with a fixed
CR wind of 0.75 m⋅s−1. Figure 9d shows a clear positive
relationship between −Zi∕L and Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗. The

increasing CR wind decreases −Zi∕L, accompanied by the
decrease of Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗.

Figure 9e, f show that the relationship between
Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗ and the thermal heterogeneity param-

eter is consistent with the results obtained for the stabil-
ity parameter and Bowen ratio. The relationship is weak
under PR wind conditions but becomes strongly posi-
tive under CR wind conditions. Under CR wind condi-
tions, the SC structure is destroyed when the heterogeneity

parameter is less than 7. The heterogeneity parameter
threshold that distinguishes SC disappearance is related
to the heterogeneity scale, but the positive correlation
between the SC strength and the heterogeneity parameter
remains clear.

Figure 9 suggests a threshold of CR = 2 m⋅s−1 for
destroying the SC structure, where Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

∕w2
∗

approaches zero. This result is close to that of Lee
et al. (2019), who also identified a threshold value of
2 m⋅s−1 in their simulations, even though they used a
different land surface heterogeneity pattern (i.e., checker-
board). The wind speed threshold seems smaller than the
5 m⋅s−1 from Avissar and Schmidt (1998) and 6 m⋅s−1

from Eder et al. (2015). The wind values could be affected
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by the surface heat flux amplitude, which is 0.2 K⋅m⋅s−1

in Avissar and Schmidt (1998), and 0.24 K⋅m⋅s−1 in Eder
et al. (2015). The amplitude in our reference simulation is
0.14 K⋅m⋅s−1, which is closer to the 0.10 K⋅m⋅s−1 (approx.
126 W⋅m−2) in the study of Lee et al. (2019). On the other
hand, the land surface heterogeneity scale also affects the
SC strength. The magnitude of the wind speed threshold
varies with the different model settings.

A scaling parameter approach has been applied to
close the SEB gap, considering only atmospheric stability
and thermal heterogeneity parameters (De Roo et al., 2018;
Wanner et al., 2021). Semi-empirical models derived from
LES results with the checkerboard heterogeneity in their
study have been tested on measurements and significantly
improved the SEB gap, even though no wind direction
is considered (Mauder et al., 2021). The relationship in
Figure 9 shows the importance of the relative orienta-
tion between the heterogeneous surface and the wind
direction for SC formation, highlighting the difficulty of
incorporating wind direction into the parameterization.
Nevertheless, the proposed similarity analysis and scaling
method provide a new quantitative perspective to study
the effect of ambient wind on SC under heterologous soil
moisture conditions.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigate the impact of ambient wind
on CBL by performing various large-eddy simulations with
coupled ICON-LEM and TERRA-ML. All simulations uti-
lize the same idealized atmospheric condition except for
the different ambient wind speeds and wind directions
over a flat river corridor mimicked by a heterogeneous soil
moisture distribution.

The SC structure is well organized under the refer-
ence simulation and remains under strong PR wind but
is destroyed when the CR wind is larger than 2 m⋅s−1.
Ambient wind and soil moisture dominate the surface
energy distribution independent of wind direction, while
in the atmospheric surface layer SC decreases the turbu-
lent energy flux and increases the advection and disper-
sive heat flux, indicating the importance of SC on the
SEB.

The vertical profile of wind variance measures SC,
and we use the maximum value of mesoscale verti-
cal wind variance as a quantitative indicator of SC
strength. Based on the dimensional analysis, the normal-
ized Max

(

𝜎
2
w-phase

)

has a positive relationship with the
Bowen ratio, stability parameter (−Zi∕L), and thermal het-
erogeneity parameter. The relationship between the nor-
malized phase wind and the scaling parameters shows the

importance of the relative orientation between the hetero-
geneous surface and the wind direction for SC formation.
The clear relationship of SC strength with scaling param-
eters provides a new quantitative perspective on studying
the effect of ambient winds on SC, which should be further
explored in the future by measurements.

With this work, we comprehensively studied the influ-
ence of ambient wind on CBL development, especially on
the formation of SC and its impact on the essential bulk
statistics. The non-linear impact of the ambient wind sug-
gests that it is still a significant challenge to parameterize
SC in coarse-scale numerical weather prediction and cli-
mate models, which remains the subject of ongoing and
future research.
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